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Here, 'being direct' is not always the best alternative. At times, even if it feels awkward, making 'feeling attacked' a focus, a running theme, can be productive. On other occasions the practitioner might (1) internally note, but say nothing, if they sense the client has been assailed; or (2) acknowledge aloud, but in passing, 'You may have felt attacked' as a possibility, but then quickly change the subject (Furlong, 2009 ). On a related theme, Miller et al. (2005) have discussed the importance of being able to raise difficult issues in Talking When Talking is Tough.
A third point stimulated by Bos's paper involves convening. Bos points out it was only the fathers who were canvassed in the study, mindful there are other stakeholders, particularly the children's mothers. Although it can only be schematically raised here, this reality should be acknowledged by the practitioner's efforts to be thoughtfully inclusive concerning who they seek introductions to, how and from whom they gather data, and who they seek to actually meet. It is a received truism 'to work only with those who choose to attend' or that 'one can do systemic work with individuals' but the tough-minded remain systemic with respect to convening.
That gay parents might be sensitised to attack is something that should not be in play, yet nasty ghosts will not give up without a protracted scrap. This connects to what is positively evocative as Bos has offered a despatch about pioneers who are establishing new spaces, options that can't help but spook the old regime. Out loud, or quietly, alternative families are disputing the authority of those moralising ghouls, those disreputable agents for a disturbed gender ecology, who used to distribute the old roles. As Giddens (1992) discussed years ago, there is now considerably more possibility to formulate freely chosen roles and relationships -but that's not to say it is comfortable.
Given this context, it is poignant that a less than rosy picture of gay fathers is presented. These men, it is said, tend to be defensive, doubt their fathering, and so forth. As an outsider, I want to say to the diverse cast of domestic activists: 'Be proud. We straights have fouled the nest while the only research around suggests it is you gay people who have made a special commitment to having kids get a positive report card. Re-purpose your otherness: it's good for all of us.' No doubt, as a straight male this is all too easy to say. True, I don't know the difficulties -but I do revel in the ambition.
